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ABSTRACT
Persistent memory’s (PMem) byte-addressability and persistence at DRAM-like speed with SSD-like capacity have the potential to cause a major performance shift in storage systems. With the availability of Intel Optane DC Persistent Memory, initial benchmarks evaluate the performance of real PMem hardware. However, these results apply only to a single server and it is not yet clear how workloads compare across different PMem servers. In this paper, we propose PerMA-Bench, a configurable benchmark framework that allows users to evaluate the bandwidth, latency, and operations per second for customizable database-related PMem access. Based on PerMA-Bench, we perform an extensive evaluation of PMem performance across four different server configurations, containing both first- and second-generation Optane, with additional parameters such as DIMM power budget and number of DIMMs per server. We validate our results with existing systems and show the impact of low-level design choices. We conduct a price-performance comparison that shows while there are large differences across Optane DIMMs, PMem is generally competitive with DRAM. We discuss our findings and identify eight general and implementation-specific aspects that influence PMem performance and should be considered in future work to improve PMem-aware designs.

1 INTRODUCTION
Both research and industry have awaited the arrival of persistent memory (PMem) as a new layer in the storage hierarchy for many years. PMem promises byte-addressability and persistency at DRAM-like speed with SSD-like capacity. These characteristics have the potential to cause a major performance increase in storage systems, such as databases and key-value stores. Thus, research on system design incorporating PMem was published long before real PMem hardware was available [1, 46, 53]. Now that byte-addressable, persistent memory is finally available commercially, Intel’s Optane DC Persistent Memory has received a lot of attention in initial performance evaluations [10, 13, 52, 56]. These evaluations provide valuable insights into the general performance and unique characteristics of first-generation Optane.

Due to limited availability and high prices, researchers often have access to only one PMem server. Thus, new systems built for PMem are designed, implemented, and optimized on a single server with a single combination of PMem, DRAM, and CPU. However, many factors impact PMem performance that are not yet well understood, e.g., the DIMMs’ size and power budget or the number of DIMMs in the server. As PMem is a very new technology, it is unclear how well these initial designs generalize across PMem configurations. On top of various configurations, with the availability of second-generation Optane, new performance characteristics are introduced.

Based on the configuration space and workload-tailored micro-benchmarks of previous work, we identify the need for a comparable workload-driven analysis of PMem. We propose PerMA-Bench, a configurable benchmark framework that analyzes the bandwidth, latency, and operations per second for customizable database-related PMem access. In PerMA-Bench, we pre-define various workloads that cover the maximum achievable performance of core access patterns (sequential/random reads/writes), as well as a wide range of realistic database-related access patterns, such as updates, lookups, and scans in tree and hash indexes. These complex patterns include pointer-chasing loads, mixed read/write access, and hybrid PMem/DRAM access. Additionally, PerMA-Bench allows users to run custom workloads tailored toward their design choices. With PerMA-Bench, we propose a tool that provides insight into the performance of PMem at a general and workload-specific level. Users can explore the performance of new access patterns but also validate existing designs. Based on these findings, users can validate their design choices without having to write their own benchmark application and find areas of improvement in existing designs.

Based on PerMA-Bench, we perform the first extensive evaluation of Optane for database workloads across various DIMM sizes of the first and second generation. We compare the performance of all three DIMM sizes of 100 Series Optane and one DIMM size of the 200 Series. Additionally, we show the impact of varying the number of DIMMs, DIMM power budgets, and memory bus speeds.

We validate our results with existing implementations and show that they do not fully utilize the performance improvements across Optane generations. We show that the choice of persist instruction has a high performance impact and that avoiding explicit flushes in eADR does not always yield the best results. Based on our results, we identify and discuss eight aspects that future work should take into account when designing PMem-aware systems. With the
availability of more PMem hardware, research has to consider more than one setup to achieve general PMem-optimized designs.

In addition to PMem’s performance, its price-performance is important to determine whether PMem is suitable for users’ needs. In this paper, we perform a price-performance comparison of various server configurations. Our comparison shows that PMem’s price-performance is competitive with that of DRAM and is often even better. Thus, in addition to providing persistence, PMem can act as a larger, cost-effective general memory when used correctly.

In summary, we make the following contributions:
1) We propose PerMA-Bench, a configurable benchmark framework to analyze bandwidth, latency, and operations per second for customizable database-related PMem access.
2) We perform an extensive evaluation of PMem performance across four PMem servers and additional per-server configurations to show the impact of individual server setups on bandwidth utilization and latency.
3) We compare the price-performance for key workloads across all servers and show that while there are large differences across Optane, PMem is generally competitive with DRAM.
4) We discuss eight general and implementation-specific aspects that influence the performance of PMem and need to be taken into account for the design of future PMem-aware systems.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we briefly introduce PMem and its access methods. We then introduce the PerMA-Bench framework in Section 3. In Section 4, we present PerMA-Bench results on various hardware configurations, which we then use in Section 5 to discuss the price-performance of PMem. Finally, we discuss our findings (Section 6) and related work (Section 7), before concluding in Section 8.

2 PERSISTENT MEMORY

In this section, we first give a short overview of PMem technologies. Then, we present how developers access and interact with PMem.

2.1 Persistent Memory Types

Large-scale persistent memory is currently based on one of two designs: 3D XPoint (NVDIMM-P) or DRAM + flash (NVDIMM-N). 3D XPoint, developed by Intel and Micron, is the underlying technology of Optane [19]. It is the only publicly available true PMem, in which a single storage medium allows for both byte-addressability and persistence. DRAM + flash storage designs are employed in PMem offered by, e.g., HPE [11]. These battery-backed NVDIMM-Ns flush their state to flash chips on power failure.

According to the JEDEC standards, NVDIMM-Ns are seen as regular DRAM by the server while NVDIMMs are viewed as separate storage with additional changes to the DDR4 protocol [25, 26]. Future PMem technology is expected to follow the NVDIMM-P standard, as this allows for larger capacity and extended functionality, while NVDIMM-Ns are limited by DRAM [27]. Currently, Optane PMem is the only available NVDIMM-P implementation. Various other PMem designs have been announced or are actively developed. These include Nano-RAM [38], phase change memory [31, 47, 58], resistive RAM [4], and magnetoresistive RAM [14].

While NVDIMM-Ns have been available for many years, they have not achieved widespread adoption. On the other hand, Optane, as a new technology, has received a lot of attention in academia and initial use in industry, e.g., in SAP HANA [16]. As NVDIMM-Ns are essentially DRAM and have DRAM performance, we focus our evaluation on NVDIMM-Ps in the form of Optane.

2.2 Accessing Persistent Memory

The Storage Networking Industry Association (SNIA) defines an NVM Programming Model (NPM) [48], which specifies a unified access model for PMem. This model allows for the integration of a wide range of storage technologies. We show the two PMem access modes of this model in Figure 1. Applications either access PMem via regular filesystem interfaces (shown on left side) using calls such as open, fread, fsync, or they access PMem via memory-mapping (shown on right side) using calls such as mmap, load, store.

The filesystem access allows existing applications to use PMem as a drop-in replacement for common disk-based interaction, while the second mode allows applications to use PMem identically to DRAM. The programming model allows for memory mapping of files, i.e., combining both modes. In this case, files are used to logically structure raw memory chunks but PMem is accessed directly without the overhead of regular file I/O.

An important distinction between memory mapping files on disk and PMem is that traditionally data is copied to a page cache in DRAM, which is then modified and flushed back. When mapping PMem, the page is accessed directly and not copied to DRAM, which is possible through PMem’s byte-addressability. This, however, changes the failure granularity of data modification. Filesystems provide crash consistency for file I/O, allowing developers to rely on the filesystem for atomic writes. When using PMem via memory mapping, there are no such guarantees, as data is accessed and modified via regular load/store instructions from the CPU. Thus, developers must explicitly control data persistence and handle low-level crash consistency in the application themselves.

To describe the necessary steps for developers to ensure correct data persistence and potential issues that arise around it, we show a simplified connection of a CPU and an NVDIMM-P in Figure 2. This model is based on Intel’s Xeon processors [22] and Optane. A CPU contains one or more integrated memory controllers (iMCs), which are directly connected to PMem via memory channels. To write data to PMem, the CPU must flush cache lines to a write pending queue (WPQ) within an iMC. The WPQ then issues the write to the correct PMem device. PMem and the WPQs constitute the asynchronous
DRAM refresh domain (ADR), in which persistence is guaranteed. Once a cache line enters the WPQ it is guaranteed to be persisted even in case of power loss. While WPQs are Intel-specific, they are based on the NVDIMM-P standard that describes a write buffering mechanism. Future PMem is likely to work similarly.

Data in the caches is not persisted. Programmers must explicitly control cache line flushes to ensure persistence. On Intel CPUs, programmers can use, e.g., clflush (flush w/ invalidate), clwb (flush w/o invalidate), or nst store (bypass caches). Additionally to explicit flushes, data might be randomly evicted from the cache, resulting in unexpected data persistence. As current CPUs provide only 8 Byte atomic writes, random 64 Byte cache line evictions may cause an inconsistent state after a crash for modifications larger than 8 Byte. Thus, programmers must carefully design fine-grained PMem data access to ensure application correctness.

Additionally, programmers have to ensure correct store ordering. Modern compilers and CPUs may re-order instructions to improve performance, e.g., through better pipelining. However, this may lead to re-ordering of persist instructions, resulting in correctness bugs [37]. To avoid such re-ordering, programmers must explicitly issue, e.g., an sfence instruction on x86 [23].

Correctly moving data from CPU caches to PMem burdens programmers due to these correctness issues. It also incurs performance penalties due to additional CPU instructions. However, solutions exist to mitigate the correctness issues and performance penalties. Intel’s 3rd Generation Xeon processors introduce an enhanced ADR (eADR) [20]. This includes all caches in the ADR, i.e., ensuring the persistence of all cached data in case of power loss. This new design removes the necessity of explicit flushing but still encounters random (partial) eviction. A recent study finds that missing flushes are a common mistake in various PMem applications and libraries [42]. Thus, an eADR server protects the user from this class of bugs.

3 INTRODUCING PERMA-BENCH

In this section, we introduce PerMA-Bench, a benchmark framework for persistent memory access. When designing new systems or database components, it is important to know the performance of the underlying memory access. This understanding allows users to tune their system towards better PMem utilization. PerMA-Bench supports basic and complex memory access patterns to evaluate the performance of PMem. Basic access patterns determine the maximum achievable bandwidth utilization and latency by repeatedly executing the same operation, i.e., a simple read or write. Complex patterns allow users to evaluate specific designs via chained read/write access from/to DRAM and PMem with varying persist instructions and access sizes. Based on these complex patterns, users can model, e.g., new index structure designs and gain insight into their memory performance before implementing them.

We present the runtime of PerMA-Bench in Section 3.1. Then, we present options for workload customization in Section 3.2 and briefly discuss supported memory store semantics in Section 3.3.

3.1 Runtime

PerMA-Bench is designed as a standalone benchmark executable. Users interact with PerMA-Bench via configuration files and command line arguments. Based on these specified configuration parameters, individual benchmarks are created. We show the execution cycle of PerMA-Bench in Figure 3. For each benchmark (BM) that is created, PerMA-Bench performs four steps.

First, all data files are prepared and filled with random data. The files can be located in PMem or DRAM to allow for hybrid setups, which are common in current PMem research. Next, individual work packages are generated, which contain a pointer for each operation that is to be executed on the data. Work packages of, e.g., a random read benchmark with 100 operations contain 100 pointers to random offsets in the data file. For sequential access, packages contain 100 pointers to contiguous addresses. This allows for execution in a tight loop instead of requiring logic per benchmark type. For raw performance benchmarks, all work packages are pre-generated to avoid the overhead of generation during execution.

During the execution, $N$ threads are spawned ($N = 4$ in Figure 3). Each thread then continuously pulls a new work package from a shared queue and executes the requested operations on that work package. PerMA-Bench adopts this work package approach for two reasons. First, to avoid stragglers when statically assigning work to threads. During our evaluation, we observed that hyperthreading often leads to very unbalanced execution times, skewing the final results. Second, as the general concept of work-stealing is employed in many databases exactly to avoid execution skew, PerMA-Bench represents a common execution model where workers operate on small work packages, e.g., via morsels [33]. To avoid long-running packages and the skew this entails, work packages contain 64 MB worth of operations by default, which execute in less than 100 ms in most cases. All threads are synchronized via a barrier before the execution starts to ensure concurrent execution.

We find that results are not impacted by a warm-up phase within workloads, as they exceed cache and queue sizes. However, as pre-faulting pages before writing to them avoids kernel page zeroing during execution [21], we provide a “warm-up” pre-fault flag.

After all work packages have been processed, PerMA-Bench collects the results of all threads to calculate the final benchmark results. PerMA-Bench determines the total execution time as the time between all threads’ earliest begin timestamp and latest end timestamp. This captures the entire execution duration but may underestimate the actual performance slightly, as some threads are already idle while others are finalizing their work. However, in PerMA-Bench, we perform workload-driven performance evaluation and from a higher-level perspective, this approach captures the total time it takes to complete a given workload. Based on the total number of processed bytes or operations and the total execution time, PerMA-Bench calculates the overall throughput in GB/s or operations/s. If specified by the user, PerMA-Bench also samples the latency of individual operations. The sampled values are added...
write operation jumps back 128 Byte to the start of the bucket which users can express their specific workloads’ access patterns. We present configuration options provided by PerMA-Bench with (Lines 2-3) describes which dimensions should be evaluated in the benchmark. Each matrix argument is provided as a list, from which PerMA-Bench creates a benchmark for each combination in the cross product, i.e., three benchmarks in this example. The args block (Lines 4-8) describes which general arguments should be used for every combination. In this example, we configure a hash index update workload and evaluate it for 1, 4, and 16 threads.

Custom Operations. In Line 6, we show the definition of a custom operation. These model complex, pointer-chasing memory access patterns instead of simple, independent reads or writes. They are created in a chain in which each operation op is responsible for calling the next operation op’ once complete. When op has read the random data d, it passes d to op’, which then determines the next address based on d. By requiring data from op in op’, PerMA-Bench ensures that op’ is not executed before op was completed.

In the example, PerMA-Bench reads 256 Byte (r_256), e.g., a hash bucket, at a random location ra within the allocated data range. Then, two 64 Byte Cache write instructions (w_64_cache) are executed. The first is performed with an offset of 128 Byte (ra + 128), e.g., to store data in a hash bucket. The next write operation jumps back 128 Byte to the start of the bucket (ra - 128) to update metadata. This pattern of storing data in a node and updating metadata afterwards is common in PMem data structures [5, 36, 39, 46]. As 64 Byte cache line flushes are combined to 256 Byte in Optane, it is important to model adjacent writes correctly instead of simulating them with writes to the same cache line while supporting different persist instructions. Varying these sizes also gives users insight into the impact of prefetching in PMem. Additionally, PerMA-Bench supports mixing DRAM and PMem for hybrid access, as used, e.g., in PMem B-Trees [7, 36, 46, 57].

Benchmark Parameters. PerMA-Bench currently offers 19 configuration parameters that allow users to define a wide range of individual benchmarks without having to write C++ code for each of them. Users can specify, e.g., PMem/DRAM memory ranges, access size, sequential/random execution, number of partitions and threads (for data parallelism), custom operations, work package size, runtime, and file pre-faulting.

Other Features. PerMA-Bench supports running different workloads as task-parallel benchmarks. Concurrent workloads might impact each other as one benefits from caching, while the other fills the cache with unwanted data. Users can also specify NUMA-aware execution of benchmarks on far or near CPUs to explore how data placement impacts their workloads and whether NUMA must be considered in their design. PerMA-Bench additionally allows users to run all benchmarks in DRAM as a performance reference.

3.2 Custom Workloads and Configuration

Besides the pre-defined workloads, custom benchmarks can be configured via YAML files and command line arguments. In this section, we present configuration options provided by PerMA-Bench with which users can express their specific workloads’ access patterns.

Configuration Files. Benchmarks in PerMA-Bench are configured via YAML files. This format allows users to specify workloads manually and programmatically. We show an example configuration in Listing 1. Each configuration file consists of two main parts, the matrix arguments and the general arguments. The matrix block (Lines 2-3) describes which dimensions should be evaluated in the benchmark. Each matrix argument is provided as a list, from which PerMA-Bench creates a benchmark for each combination in the cross product, i.e., three benchmarks in this example. The args block (Lines 4-8) describes which general arguments should be used for every combination. In this example, we configure a hash index update workload and evaluate it for 1, 4, and 16 threads.

Custom Operations. In Line 6, we show the definition of a custom operation. These model complex, pointer-chasing memory access patterns instead of simple, independent reads or writes. They are created in a chain in which each operation op is responsible for calling the next operation op’ once complete. When op has read the random data d, it passes d to op’, which then determines the next address based on d. By requiring data from op in op’, PerMA-Bench ensures that op’ is not executed before op was completed.

In the example, PerMA-Bench reads 256 Byte (r_256), e.g., a hash bucket, at a random location ra within the allocated data range. Then, two 64 Byte Cache write instructions (w_64_cache) are executed. The first is performed with an offset of 128 Byte (ra + 128), e.g., to store data in a hash bucket. The next write operation jumps back 128 Byte to the start of the bucket (ra - 128) to update metadata. This pattern of storing data in a node and updating metadata afterwards is common in PMem data structures [5, 36, 39, 46]. As 64 Byte cache line flushes are combined to 256 Byte in Optane, it is important to model adjacent writes correctly instead of simulating them with writes to the same cache line while supporting different persist instructions. Varying these sizes also gives users insight into the impact of prefetching in PMem. Additionally, PerMA-Bench supports mixing DRAM and PMem for hybrid access, as used, e.g., in PMem B-Trees [7, 36, 46, 57].

Benchmark Parameters. PerMA-Bench currently offers 19 configuration parameters that allow users to define a wide range of individual benchmarks without having to write C++ code for each of them. Users can specify, e.g., PMem/DRAM memory ranges, access size, sequential/random execution, number of partitions and threads (for data parallelism), custom operations, work package size, runtime, and file pre-faulting.

Other Features. PerMA-Bench supports running different workloads as task-parallel benchmarks. Concurrent workloads might impact each other as one benefits from caching, while the other fills the cache with unwanted data. Users can also specify NUMA-aware execution of benchmarks on far or near CPUs to explore how data placement impacts their workloads and whether NUMA must be considered in their design. PerMA-Bench additionally allows users to run all benchmarks in DRAM as a performance reference.

3.3 Persist Instructions

PerMA-Bench supports four persist instructions, Cache, CacheInvalidate, NoCache, and None. Cache represents a temporal store (c1wb), CacheInvalidate represents a temporal store that invalidates the cache line (c1flushopt), NoCache represents a non-temporal store (ntstore), and None performs no explicit flush instruction. Temporal refers to the inclusion of data in the cache hierarchy with the assumption of future access, i.e., temporal locality is likely. When temporal locality is unlikely, non-temporal instructions can bypass the cache completely, avoiding cache pollution. Not explicitly flushing is useful when persistence is not required, e.g., when storing intermediate results in PMem or when eADR ensures persistence. For Cache, CacheInvalidate, and NoCache, we add a store fence (sfence) afterwards to guarantee correct write ordering. PerMA-Bench uses Intel’s AVX512 extension to write an entire cache line, i.e., 64 Byte or 512 Bits, in one instruction using SIMD-registers [23].

4 PERMA-BENCH RESULTS

In this section, we present the results of various PerMA-Bench workloads on multiple PMem server configurations. Our results give insight into both raw and workload-specific PMem performance to better understand PMem’s use in database workloads. We evaluate various configurations to show how comparable previous results are across PMem setups, as they are often run on only one configuration, e.g., on one DIMM size or with a partially stocked server. These configurations allow us to draw more general conclusions about PMem as well as provide insight into how previously published systems and results apply to other setups.

We describe our evaluation servers in Section 4.1. We then show the bandwidth and latency results of PerMA-Bench’s raw performance workloads in Section 4.2 and Section 4.3 to gain an understanding of the maximum performance of current PMem hardware. In Section 4.4, we discuss the results of database-related workloads and index structures to gain insight into the performance of PMem for more complex access patterns in actual systems and implementations. Finally, we investigate the impact of configurations affecting a single server in Section 4.5, i.e., by varying the number of DIMMs or the memory bus speed, as well as by disabling the prefetcher.

4.1 Setup And Methodology

We perform our evaluation on the four server configurations presented in Table 1. We refer to the servers as named in the table or via their label, e.g., Apache-128 or A-128. Apache Pass is the code name for the first generation/100 Series Optane DIMMs. Barlow
Within the first generation, we observe a difference of up to 44%, while Optane allows the power budget to be set from 12 to 15 W. Based on this knowledge, users can make decisions about the server configuration, which has a large performance impact.

When drawing performance conclusions, we also consider official performance numbers provided by Intel [19, 20] and previously reported numbers in research [10, 13, 24, 52, 56]. To provide a reference to well-known performance numbers, we also evaluate all experiments in DRAM. We show the results of the DRAM runs on Barlow-256 (shown as B-D in the plots). The DRAM performance in the Apache servers is lower, so we omit them for space reasons. Due to space limitations, we present only selected results in this paper. The full results can be found in our repository.

### 4.2 Raw Performance Workloads – Bandwidth

In this section, we present the bandwidth results of PerMA-Bench’s raw performance workloads. We investigate the bandwidth utilization of all servers for sequential and random reads and writes. As the first part of our evaluation, these workloads provide insight into which performance can be achieved with current PMem hardware. Based on this knowledge, users can make decisions about the feasibility of PMem-specific implementations and their expected performance range in bandwidth-heavy applications.

#### 4.2.1 Sequential Reads

We first discuss the throughput of sequential reads across all servers, as they are a core database access pattern. In this benchmark, we perform a sequential read workload on 50 GB of randomly generated data with 4096 Byte access size and a varying number of threads. We show our results in Figure 4a. Within the first generation, we observe a difference of up to 44%, ranging from 29 to 42 GB/s. According to the official product sheet, A-128 and A-256 have the same read bandwidth under equal power budgets [19]. So the 24% difference between A-512 and A-128 is based on the DIMMs, while the additional 15% improvement from A-128 to A-256 is based on the higher power budget.

B-256 achieves ~40% higher bandwidth than its first-generation counterpart A-256 with 58 GB/s and a 60% improvement over A-128. Barlow-256 is stocked with 8 DIMMs per socket instead of 6 DIMMs as in the 100 Series, leading to a 33% higher expected performance. Beyond this, we observe only a small improvement compared to the 18 W budget in A-256. But compared to A-128, which has the same read bandwidth as A-256 under equal power budgets [19], we see an additional 30% improvement. So for common 15 W setups, there is a notable performance increase between generations.

Our results show higher variance in throughput once hyper-threading is used and PMem limits are reached. This is observable for A-128 and A-256 with 32 threads, as both have only 18 physical cores. Apache-512 is more consistent, as it has 24 cores and B-256 even improves until 32 threads, which is the number of its physical cores. To achieve stable performance across servers, it is important to not exceed the number of physical cores when scanning data.

As a reference, B-DRAM’s bandwidth reaches 98/145/157 GB/s for 8/16/32 threads, which is still significantly higher than PMem’s. In the second generation of Optane DIMMs, the gap between PMem and DRAM even increases, from 2.3 to 2.7x. So while the bandwidth improved, there is still a clear advantage for DRAM in bandwidth-heavy applications. On the other hand, future systems must be able to process ~60 GB/s of data when reading from PMem, which is a major challenge when considering the cost of, e.g., random access data structures used in aggregations or joins. Thus, for most data-intensive applications, the bandwidth of sequentially accessing data stored in PMem is sufficient and does not constitute a bottleneck, unlike alternative secondary storage [10].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name (Plot Label)</th>
<th>CPU</th>
<th>PMem</th>
<th>DRAM</th>
<th>OS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Apache-128 (A-128)</td>
<td>Intel Xeon Cascade Lake 18 Cores @ 2.7 GHz</td>
<td>6x 128 GB Intel Optane 100 Series @ 2666 MT/s</td>
<td>15 Watt</td>
<td>6x 16 GB DDR4 Ubuntu 20.04 (5.4 kernel)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apache-256 (A-256)</td>
<td>Intel Xeon Cascade Lake 18 Cores @ 2.6 GHz</td>
<td>6x 256 GB Intel Optane 100 Series @ 2666 MT/s</td>
<td>15 Watt</td>
<td>6x 16 GB DDR4 Ubuntu 20.04 (5.4 kernel)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apache-512 (A-512)</td>
<td>Intel Xeon Cascade Lake 24 Cores @ 2.4 GHz</td>
<td>6x 512 GB Intel Optane 100 Series @ 2666 MT/s</td>
<td>15 Watt</td>
<td>6x 64 GB DDR4 Ubuntu 20.04 (5.4 kernel)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barlow-256 (B-256/B-D)</td>
<td>Intel Xeon Ice Lake 32 Cores @ 2.2 GHz</td>
<td>8x 256 GB Intel Optane 200 Series @ 3200 MT/s</td>
<td>15 Watt</td>
<td>8x 32 GB DDR4 Ubuntu 20.04 (5.4 kernel)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 4: Sequential and random read bandwidth.**

- a) Fixed to 4096 Byte Access
- b) Fixed to 16 Threads

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Throughput (GB/s)</th>
<th># of Threads</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1: Evaluated servers (single socket). Apache/Barlow refer to the code names of 100/200 Series Optane DIMMs.** All servers are equipped with Optane DC Persistent Memory DIMMs. All Optane DIMMs are configured interleaved, i.e., striped in 4 KB blocks and accessed in App Direct mode. All measurements are performed on a single socket. To avoid measuring zeroing of requested pages by the kernel, files are pre-allocated and pre-faulted by default before running the benchmark, as recommended [21]. Unless stated otherwise, we generate a fixed amount of random data for each benchmark, depending on the benchmark pattern. In this benchmark, we perform a sequential read workload across all servers, as they are a core database access pattern. In this benchmark, we perform a sequential read workload on 50 GB of randomly generated data with 4096 Byte access size and a varying number of threads. We show our results in Figure 4a. Within the first generation, we observe a difference of up to 44%, ranging from 29 to 42 GB/s. According to the official product sheet, A-128 and A-256 have the same read bandwidth under equal power budgets [19]. So the 24% difference between A-512 and A-128 is based on the DIMMs, while the additional 15% improvement from A-128 to A-256 is based on the higher power budget.

B-256 achieves ~40% higher bandwidth than its first-generation counterpart A-256 with 58 GB/s and a 60% improvement over A-128. Barlow-256 is stocked with 8 DIMMs per socket instead of 6 DIMMs as in the 100 Series, leading to a 33% higher expected performance. Beyond this, we observe only a small improvement compared to the 18 W budget in A-256. But compared to A-128, which has the same read bandwidth as A-256 under equal power budgets [19], we see an additional 30% improvement. So for common 15 W setups, there is a notable performance increase between generations.

Our results show higher variance in throughput once hyper-threading is used and PMem limits are reached. This is observable for A-128 and A-256 with 32 threads, as both have only 18 physical cores. Apache-512 is more consistent, as it has 24 cores and B-256 even improves until 32 threads, which is the number of its physical cores. To achieve stable performance across servers, it is important to not exceed the number of physical cores when scanning data.

As a reference, B-DRAM’s bandwidth reaches 98/145/157 GB/s for 8/16/32 threads, which is still significantly higher than PMem’s. In the second generation of Optane DIMMs, the gap between PMem and DRAM even increases, from 2.3 to 2.7x. So while the bandwidth improved, there is still a clear advantage for DRAM in bandwidth-heavy applications. On the other hand, future systems must be able to process ~60 GB/s of data when reading from PMem, which is a major challenge when considering the cost of, e.g., random access data structures used in aggregations or joins. Thus, for most data-intensive applications, the bandwidth of sequentially accessing data stored in PMem is sufficient and does not constitute a bottleneck, unlike alternative secondary storage [10].

#### 4.2.2 Random Reads

As indexes are core database components and essential to query performance, we investigate an index-inspired workload consisting of small, random, read-only operations, as commonly performed in hash or tree indexes. The bandwidth for uniform 64 and 256 Byte access across 10 GiB of random data is
shown in Figure 4b. These access sizes represent the internal access granularity of Optane as well as standard cache-line-sized reads.

When considering PMem as random access memory as seen by the CPU, we see that it cannot achieve the same random to sequential ratio as DRAM. For 64 Byte, B-DRAM achieves 60% of the peak sequential performance, while the PMem servers achieve only 25%. Using the access granularity of Optane at 256 Byte, PMem achieves 67 – 92% and B-DRAM achieves 81%. Configurations with lower sequential performance achieve higher percentages in random access, reducing the gap from 40 to 20%. The second generation improves by 40% over A-256 and 80% over A-128. Similar to sequential access, we see little improvement over the higher-powered DIMMs but large gains compared to the lower wattage DIMMs.

When designing for PMem, it is important to keep the read amplification of small reads and the access granularity in mind, as 256 Byte access achieves more than two-thirds of the peak sequential performance. Compared to volatile DRAM, the performance is still significantly lower. But for applications that need fast access to small persistent records, e.g., point lookups in a key-value store or persistent index operations, 17+ GB/s of random 64 Byte access and 32+ GB/s of random 256 Byte access allow future systems to re-think the cost of persistence, especially when considering other bottlenecks such as network or alternative secondary storage.

4.2.3 Sequential Writes. Inspired by logging workloads in databases, we show a sequential write benchmark of 30 GiB in Figure 5. We investigate varying the number of threads and write size. We use NoCache writes, as logged data does not require temporal locality.

In Figure 5a, we evaluate the bandwidth for 512 Byte sequential writes. Within the 100 Series, we observe a large difference between A-128/512 and A-256. A-128/512 achieve around 12 GB/s sequential write bandwidth, as shown in previous work [10, 52, 56]. A-256, on the other hand, achieves close to 17 GB/s, due to the higher power budget. This is 40% higher than previously published results for 100 Series Optane. We verify this bandwidth utilization in VTune to confirm that there is a significant difference even within the first generation DIMMs. Thus, it is highly beneficial to configure PMem with a higher power budget of 18 W for write-heavy applications.

We observe a large improvement from the regular-powered 100 to the 200 Series. At its peak, B-256 achieves 21.6 GB/s, which is 75% higher than A-128/512 and goes beyond the expected 33% increase due to more DIMMs. The improvement for sequential writes is also higher than that of sequential reads. However, compared to the high-powered A-256, we observe only a 30% improvement, i.e., none beyond the extra DIMMs. Nonetheless, for common configurations used in previous research, there is a large increase that encourages utilizing PMem even more for sequential writes, e.g., when logging or using log-based storage systems. When persistence is not needed, PMem performs significantly worse than DRAM, which achieves more than 40/80 GB/s for 16/32 threads, i.e., a difference of 4x.

When scaling the access size for 16 threads, as shown in Figure 5b, we observe that all servers require at least 256 Byte to achieve peak bandwidth. However, for A-256 and B-256, this is more important than for A-128/512. The latter two servers perform close to their maximum with 128 Byte, while the other two servers improve by at least 70% from 128 to 256 Byte. B-256 even improves from 256 Byte to 512 Byte, before dropping again slightly for larger sizes.

We also observe that all configurations decrease slightly when increasing the number of threads beyond a certain point. This point is at 16 threads for A-256 and B-256, while it is at 8 for A-128 and A-512. The ideal configuration of threads and access size depends on the server and differs across generations. While all 100 Series servers in our evaluation peak at 512 Byte access, B-256 peaks with 256 Byte access and 32 threads. These slight performance differences across all servers indicate that fine-tuning for the individual server yields higher performance and cannot be easily generalized.

4.2.4 Persist Instruction. We evaluate the impact of different persist instructions on the bandwidth for sequentially writing 30 GiB and randomly writing 10 GiB. The results are shown in Figure 6.

With Ice Lake CPUs, Intel offers persistence for all data in the eADR (cf. Section 2.2), making explicit flushing optional. However, we see that for sequential write access, not flushing data strongly decreases bandwidth utilization by up to 4x compared to explicit stores. Randomly evicted cache lines impair write-combining within the DIMMs, resulting in random-access-like write performance. Thus, explicitly flushing is beneficial for sequential writes, even with the second generation server and eADR. For B-DRAM, on the other hand, there is no difference between both options, as there is no write amplification when randomly evicting data from cache.

For random 64 Byte writes, we evaluate all four persist options, i.e., NoCache, Cache, CacheInvalidate, and None, as shown in Figure 6b. Explicitly bypassing the cache via non-temporal stores achieves the highest bandwidth in all servers. Non-temporal stores also surpass explicit flushing in DRAM, which shows that there is a ~25% overhead of passing stores through the cache hierarchy.

Issuing no flush (None) is only marginally better than explicit temporal stores for Apache servers, but nearly 2x better for B-256. Thus, in eADR servers, users benefit from reduced code complexity and higher bandwidth when not explicitly flushing. Based on the different performance characteristics of flushes in the 100 and 200 Series, future work should re-evaluate flushes in existing PMem-optimized index structures. Significant work has been done to reduce the number of flushes and to decide which instructions to use [36, 39, 46, 57, 59], but it is unclear whether the choices apply to future Optane or are tailored only towards 100 Series.
4.3 Raw Performance Workloads - Latency

In this section, we evaluate the latency of raw PMem access across all servers. Understanding latency allows users to evaluate the feasibility of PMem-specific implementations in latency-critical applications and gain insight into the expected performance.

4.3.1 Operation Latency. In Figure 7, we show the average latency of five operations in PMem: a 256 Byte read and a 256 Byte read followed by a 256 Byte write to the same location with the supported persist instruction (NoCache, Cache, Cachelnvalidate, None). We perform 100 million operations on 10 GiB of data and sample every 5000th operation. The results show that read latency is consistent across servers. While their read bandwidth differs significantly, there is no difference in latency. However, the latency is still 3× higher than in B-DRAM, which is also approximately the factor between both for random read bandwidth.

When following the read with a write operation, latency is not equal on all servers. We observe that A-256 and B-256 have lower latency than the other servers across all flush operations. While read latency is bound by the latency of physical media access, write latency is more nuanced, as writes do not need to be flushed to the medium to be considered complete. Flushing to a full write pending queue blocks the caller and has higher latency. Due to the servers’ higher bandwidth, more writes are flushed, freeing up space in the queue. The latency across all explicit persist instructions is consistent within each server, with NoCache having a slightly lower latency. Not flushing when writing 256 Byte of data has the highest latency (and lowest bandwidth), as randomly evicted cache lines cause high write amplification, blocking the write pending queues.

When running the same experiment with 64 Byte access, the latency is nearly identical for all instructions except None. For None, omitting the flush for consecutive memory addresses prevents efficient write combining. But for 64 Byte writes, write combining cannot be performed, so there is no disadvantage. For latency-critical applications, the choice of persist instruction is not relevant from a performance perspective. However, when writing more than 64 consecutive Bytes, an explicit flush should be used to benefit from write combining, even in eADR servers such as B-256.

While we observe a bandwidth increase across generations, latency has not improved. Additionally, we notice a correlation between higher available bandwidth and reduced write latency. However, most research focuses on bandwidth as a limiting factor of PMem compared to PMem. Our results raise the question of whether future designs should shift their focus towards avoiding latency instead. Especially in latency-bound applications, new approaches may sacrifice bandwidth to reduce latency, e.g., by writing additional data, which in turn reduces additional random lookups.

4.3.2 Double Flash Latency. Current PMem systems often store metadata for tree nodes, hash buckets, or storage pages in a single cache line and repeatedly update, e.g., counters, bitsets, or locks in that cache line [5, 39, 46]. While this practice is often used, some authors discourage it due to high latency [29, 51]. In this section, we evaluate the impact of different persist instructions when flushing the same cache line twice (double-flush). We perform 100 million operations on a 10 GiB range and sample every 5000th operation.

In Figure 8, we see that the double-flush latency for A-128 and A-512 is 2× of the single flush latency shown in Figure 7. In comparison, the double-flush latency of A-256 and B-256 is only marginally higher than the single flush. Under high load, these servers achieve higher bandwidth, which results in less pressure on the write queue and, in turn, reduces the latency of individual writes.

By comparing Cache and Cachelnvalidate, we see that in the second generation Optane DIMMs there is actually a difference between the used persist instruction. The 2nd generation Xeon CPUs in the Apache servers do not fully implement clwb, internally mapping it to clflushopt instructions instead. As B-256’s CPU supports true clwb, we observe that invalidating flushes (via clflushopt) have a higher latency due to the required memory read between the write. While the latency of B-256 is slightly higher than that of A-256 for None and Cachelnvalidate, it is lower for Cache and NoCache stores. Thus, we conclude that using non-invalidating flush operations on the same cache line is preferable for 200 Series Optane, as it does not include the penalty of invalidating the cache line, which occurred in the 100 Series.

4.4 Database-Related Workloads

In this section, we present the results of database-related workloads modeled in PerMA-Bench. The memory access patterns in these workloads are based on actual implementations of PMem index structures. Expressing complex memory access patterns in PerMA-Bench allows users to gain insight into their design choices at a memory-performance level before having to implement numerous options. This also helps to understand where performance is lost and where operations are close to the raw memory performance. Our results show that both existing systems that were designed for a specific server configuration and systems that were designed pre-Optane do not fully utilize the performance improvements of second-generation Optane.

First, we discuss the performance of PMem-aware index-inspired workloads compared to a DRAM-only version in Section 4.4.1. Then, we evaluate the performance of actual PMem-aware implementations based on our findings in PerMA-Bench. We show that current designs often cannot fully utilize the performance improvements of 200 Series Optane and avoiding explicit flushes in eADR does not always yield the best results. To provide more general solutions, future work on PMem-aware systems must expand beyond designs evaluated on a single setup and reconsider design choices that may have been altered by newer characteristics of 200 Series Optane.
4.4.1 Database Index Operations. In this section, we cover a wide range of database-related index workloads in PerMA-Bench, run with 32 threads. When designing PMem systems, a DRAM-based version is often used as a comparison to show the efficiency of the chosen design. To cover this, we model our access based on PMem but run the experiments in both PMem and DRAM. We use the throughput of all access in DRAM as a baseline and show the factor X by which the throughput of the same access in PMem is lower. From our evaluation in the previous section, we know that DRAM’s random read bandwidth is 5 – 10× higher than PMem’s for 64 Byte access and 3 – 4.5× for 256 Byte access (cf. Section 4.2.2). DRAM’s random write bandwidth is up to 2 – 6× higher for 64 Byte with explicit flushes, and 3 – 6× higher for 256 Byte writes. Unflushed writes have an up to 30× higher bandwidth. This shows the strong imbalance between DRAM and PMem for random access data structures, especially if only tiny amounts of data are changed, e.g., an 8 Byte pointer in an index. Understanding these differences is important to optimize access to each memory type accordingly. We perform 100 million operations across 10 GiB in all workloads.

We model the access patterns for a hash index like Dash [39]. For lookups, its access consists of a 512 Byte read, representing two adjacent 256 Byte buckets, followed by two 64 Byte cache flushes for updates. In Figures 9a and b, we see how the improved random access performance of B-256 closes the gap to DRAM. As the access pattern of a hash index is \(O(1)\) by design, the improvement should apply directly to real workloads. However, PMem still performs significantly worse than DRAM, as small updates to the index have a high write amplification, e.g., 16× for 16 Byte updates.

We model a PMem-only tree index after FAST+FAIR [18]. Based on the authors’ implementation, we issue 3× 512 Byte random reads for a lookup and 4× 64 Byte cache flushes for an insert, as 50% of a node has to be moved on average when inserting a value into a leaf in FAST+FAIR. We see an average performance of around 4× in the 100 Series and 3× in the 200 Series. As this design operates on 512 Byte nodes, we observe the expected 4× higher DRAM bandwidth for lookups. Updates perform slightly worse, but better than the raw DRAM bandwidth would suggest. However, four flushes per update (on average) are expensive, even in DRAM, as each one entails an sfence that clears all write buffers.

We represent a hybrid DRAM-PMem tree through FPTree [46]. PerMA-Bench issues 2× 2048 Byte DRAM reads and 1× 1024 Byte PMem read for lookups, followed by 3× 64 cache flushes for updates, based on the node sizes in the implementation that we use [15]. We see that the hybrid tree is closer to DRAM in relative performance, as most of the random lookups occur in DRAM. Thus, we see an overhead of 1.7× for placing the leaves in PMem on B-256. The Apache servers have a higher overhead, as their random read PMem bandwidth is lower and their DRAM is generally slower.

Overall, we see that random access patterns in PMem index structures perform significantly worse than in DRAM. Especially with small random writes, performance drops compared to PMem. We also note that these patterns are not optimized for DRAM, meaning that without the explicit flushes, even higher performance is observed. In the case of the hash index, we observe a 30% increase in DRAM when omitting the flush. But while PMem-based indexes cannot achieve the raw performance of DRAM, they offer (full) persistence and recovery with an average performance drop of only 4×. In addition, the price per GB of PMem is 4 – 6× lower than DRAM, striking a balance in price-performance.

4.4.2 Hash Index. In this section, we compare the PMem-aware hash index Dash [39] and the corresponding operations’ memory access pattern in PerMA-Bench. We prefill Dash with 100 million entries before performing 100 million operations using the benchmark tool provided by the authors. The results are shown in Figure 10.

PerMA-Bench provides a good upper bound estimate of performance based on memory access alone. For all Apache servers, the relative performance in raw access transfers directly to the relative performance of Dash. The insert performance is more complex in Dash, as it includes regular inserts, displacement, overflow buckets, and resizing. As these depend heavily on the implementation, it is not possible to model all in one custom operation. For our comparison, we assume an idealized insert without resizing and displacement and, thus, overestimate the insert performance. Developers can model all operations individually and run the benchmarks separately. This provides a good overview of the individual operations’ performance and the results can be combined to determine the overall performance depending on the configuration parameters of the desired implementation. If a displacement takes X \(\mu s\), depending on the ratio of inserts to displacements, e.g., 3:1, we can add X/3 \(\mu s\) to each insert to combine both operations.

PerMA-Bench also provides insight into potential areas of improvement. Dash achieves close-to-real performance for lookups, which indicates that there is not much room for optimization in designs that access at most two buckets to retrieve an entry.

Finally, we observe that Dash underperforms on B-256. Unlike the 100 Series servers, Dash’s relative raw lookup performance in PerMA-Bench is 40% higher than the actually achieved throughput. When investigating the performance in more detail, we see that Dash spends nearly 20% of all cycles on machine clears caused by memory ordering violations, which do not occur on the Apache servers. While we use Dash in this experiment, this problem is not Dash-specific but a general issue in current systems designed for PMem. Due to the high price, researchers often have access to only one server, resulting in current research focusing on a single configuration during development. Our results show that its performance is not yet understood well enough to generalize.
from one server to all, especially across generations. Now that the second generation Optane DIMMs are available, it is beneficial to consider more than one server to develop more general PMem-aware solutions in the future. In the following section, we show that performance limitations occur also in other index structures.

4.4.3 Tree Index. In Figure 11, we show the FAST+FAIR BTree implementation [18] and its modeled memory access in PerMA-Bench. FAST+FAIR is a popular PMem-only BTree implementation that was designed pre-Optane. We prefill 100 million records before performing 100 million operations using the benchmark tool provided by the authors. The ideal-insert assumption as in Dash also applies to this benchmark. Across all operations, we see that the raw performance of B-256 is significantly higher than that of the 100 Series servers. However, this does not translate to FAST+FAIR, as its performance improves only marginally across generations.

As it was designed pre-Optane, it does not include various optimizations made in later designs. When taking a closer look at the execution, we see that 30% of all cycles are consumed by bad speculations, front-end stalls, and computation. These 30% are reflected in the performance difference between PerMA-Bench and FAST+FAIR. Compared to more recent work, FAST+FAIR also makes use of heavy-weight locking instead of atomics or hardware transactional memory. This overhead prevents FAST+FAIR from scaling with the higher performance of the newer Optane DIMMs.

These results indicate that general implementations without explicit knowledge of the underlying PMem technology do not scale well with better hardware. The memory access in FAST+FAIR is not optimized towards Optane, e.g., by requiring many flushes for updates due to sorted nodes. In another experiment, we observe better scaling results for the pre-Optane FPtree [46], as we used a version that was re-implemented more recently on Optane [15]. Adding to our insights on the Optane-tuned hash index Dash in Section 4.4.2, we conclude that it is also not viable to rely only on general PMem assumptions, as done in pre-Optane designs. It is beneficial to tune PMem-aware systems across a range of current hardware to capture the intricacies of Optane without optimizing solely for one server configuration. Especially with increasing PMem performance as in B-256, bottlenecks may shift from PMem access to, e.g., CPU or DRAM, requiring a balance between them.

4.4.4 Impact of eADR. In 200 Series Optane, eADR guarantees the persistence of data that resides in the cache, thus, making explicit flushes unnecessary. In this section, we evaluate the impact of omitting explicit flushes and issuing only s_fence instructions\(^1\) on various PMem-aware key-value storage designs. In this evaluation, we also include LB+Tree [36], a hybrid DRAM:PMem B+Tree optimized highly and explicitly for Optane, and Viper [5], a hybrid DRAM:PMem log+index key-value store that is designed for operations on larger items than 8 Byte index entries. This gives us a broader overview of PMem storage designs. We show the results of 32 and 64 thread runs on B-256 for FPtree, LB+Tree, Dash, and Viper in Figure 12. For the three index structures, we use 8/8 Byte key/values. For Viper, we use 16/200 Byte key/values. We evaluate FPtree with pibench [34]. For LB+Tree, Dash, and Viper we use the respective benchmark tools provided by the authors.

Our results show that for the tree-based designs, removing explicit flushing improves performance. However, for Dash, we observe no improvement and even a slight decrease for 64 threads. When storing larger records in Viper, we observe that not explicitly persisting reduces performance by 10%. Viper is designed to leverage sequential PMem writes, which are lost through random cache line eviction when omitting flushes (cf. Section 4.2.4).

Our results show that eADR is not a silver bullet for future PMem-system design. Developers must still understand their access patterns and evaluate whether they benefit from explicit flushes or not. Based on this, we encourage future work that explicitly compares low-level flush performance in PMem index/storage designs to provide an overview of benefits and downsides in this space.

4.5 Single Server Performance

In this section, we investigate configurations and settings that impact a single server. First, we show the impact of Intel’s hardware prefetchers on memory bandwidth and discuss the implications this has for general PMem-aware system design (Section 4.5.1). Next, to provide insight into the performance of partially stocked servers with older or lower-end components, we evaluate the performance of a single server with varying configurations. This is important, as buying PMem in large quantities is currently still very expensive, which is why users may not always choose fully stocked servers (one DIMM per available slot) with the highest configuration and latest components. To this end, we investigate the impact of the memory bus speed on PMem bandwidth (Section 4.5.2), followed by the impact of the number of DIMMs (Section 4.5.3).

4.5.1 Prefetcher. Throughout our evaluation, we observe workloads for which PerMA-Bench achieves lower performance than expected due to Intel’s hardware prefetching behavior. This observation has been made in previous work [10] and we investigate it further in Figure 13. We actively disable all hardware prefetchers and measure the bandwidth utilization of 200 million random reads across 10 GiB with varying sizes. In the top row, we see that Apache-256 performs worse when the prefetcher is active for 1024 Byte reads with both 16 (a) and 32 threads (b). On the other hand, Barlow-256 performs worse for 512 and 1024 Byte but only with 16 threads (c). With 32 threads, the prefetcher impacts the

---

\(^1\) s_fence is still required to ensure correct ordering.
performance only marginally (d). For the impacted runs, we observe higher bandwidth utilization in VTune, which indicates that the prefetcher is mistakenly fetching unnecessary data and thus reducing the effective bandwidth.

To transfer these insights to a real system, we run a micro-benchmark on Barlow-256 with the key-value store Viper. In this, we observe that disabling the prefetcher for 200 Byte values results in a 40% performance increase for get requests with 32 threads. But for 64 threads, a disabled prefetcher reduces performance by 30%. So while it is not generally advisable to disable the hardware prefetchers, its impact should be taken into account when designing, profiling, and optimizing systems that operate on larger data chunks, e.g., buffer managers or storage engines.

4.5.2 Memory Bus Speed. Optane modules share the memory bus with regular DRAM DIMMs, so they must run at the same memory bus speed. While DRAM often supports higher speeds than Optane, this is not always the case, e.g., when using older DRAM modules, requiring users to reduce the speed of their PMem. To investigate which impact this has on PMem performance, we configure the memory bus in Apache-256 and Barlow-256 to different speeds. In Figure 14, we show the performance of sequential reads and writes, random reads, as well as read latency, and custom hash and tree index operation throughput.

Our results show that PMem read bandwidth is impacted only marginally by reduced memory speed and not at all for write bandwidth. With a bus speed of 2666 MT/s, the theoretical bandwidth limit is ~20 GiB/s (~2666 x 10^6 x 8 Byte). In a server with six DIMMs, this allows for a theoretical maximum of ~120 GiB/s. Reducing the bus speed to 2133 MT/s results in a limit of ~16 GiB/s per DIMM and ~96 GiB/s across all DIMMs, i.e., a drop of 20%. However, PMem cannot supply data at this rate and stays significantly below the limit. The marginal difference in performance across the configurations is a result of slightly increased access latency due to fewer transfers per second. For DRAM, on the other hand, we observe a 20% bandwidth drop as it can provide data at the maximum frequency. Overall, we observe little to no performance drop and conclude that the selected memory bus speed is negligible for current Optane PMem. This also holds for 200 Series Optane, where it may be more common to have DRAM that limits the bus speed, as 3200 MT/s is also the current speed supported by DRAM.

The server’s BIOS does not allow configurations below 2933 MT/s.

---

**Figure 13:** Impact of prefetcher on random read bandwidth.

**Figure 14:** Performance-impact of varying memory bus speeds (in MT/s) on Apache-256 and Barlow-256. 32 threads.

4.5.3 Number of DIMMs. To provide insight into the performance of servers with only partially filled PMem slots, we evaluate PMem with a varying number of DIMMs. This allows us to both draw conclusions about how to stock a PMem server and also to make results of recent studies [30, 36, 54], which ran experiments on partially stocked servers, comparable to a full server. All experiments are run on a single socket of Apache-256 with 16 threads, so we do not measure cross-socket performance. We run the experiment with all supported configurations, i.e., with 1/2/4/6 DIMMs. We physically remove the unused PMem DIMMs but keep all six DRAM DIMMs, following the official memory population guide [12]. In Figure 15, we show the bandwidth utilization of sequential and random read and write workloads, as well as random read latency and operations per second for tree index lookups and hash index updates.

In Figures 15a and b, we show the absolute bandwidth and relative improvement over the 1 DIMM configuration. For reads and writes, we observe two different patterns. For write bandwidth, we observe a near-perfect linear scale. Each DIMM is fully saturated and constitutes a bottleneck. By adding more DIMMs, we evenly distribute the load across all available DIMMs until we have reached the maximum bandwidth. For sequential writes, we see a slightly super-linear scale. Fewer DIMMs, the load on the individual DIMMs is higher and the write combining buffers receive more requests. They cannot combine adjacent stores as efficiently, resulting in increasing write amplification. When using 32 threads, this effect is even stronger, as the buffers are overloaded with requests. In this case, we observe an 11.9x increase from one to six DIMMs.

Read bandwidth utilization shows super-linear scaling from one to two and from two to four DIMMs. On currently supported CPUs, configuring a server with fewer than six PMem DIMMs results in an unbalanced configuration. While these unbalanced setups are supported, they are not recommend [44]. Memory controllers cannot optimize the memory layout and must create multiple interleave sets, resulting in worse performance. Additionally, the server must run in single-channel mode when using a single DIMM, which further reduces performance. For sequential reads with six DIMMs, PMem achieves 42 GiB/s or 7 GiB/s per DIMM. With 1 DIMM, it achieves only 5 GiB/s, which is ~30% worse.

Read latency decreases with more DIMMs, as the contention on each is reduced. Once the load is distributed, latency is not affected as much. This translates directly to the tree and hash index operations shown in Figure 15d. The tree lookup is impacted more by latency, so its performance does not improve as much as raw bandwidth. The hash index updates reflect the scaling of random writes with an influence of increased preceding read bandwidth.

Overall, we see a predictable performance pattern when using more than one DIMM, which allows us to transfer the results of previous work by approximately scaling the used number of DIMMs to
six. Our results show that Optane PMem should be configured fully stocked and balanced to achieve maximum performance. However, if this is not possible, prefer multiple smaller DIMMs, e.g., 4×128 GB = 512 GB, over fewer larger ones, e.g., 1×512 GB to achieve a near-balanced configuration and reduce the load on the individual DIMMs, which otherwise quickly become over-saturated.

5 SERVER PRICE-PERFORMANCE

A major selling point of persistent memory is its lower price for higher capacity than DRAM. However, there is very little actual price-performance analysis in existing research. To provide insight into this, we perform a price-performance comparison across all evaluated servers. As major cloud vendors do not offer PMem, we base our analysis on the price as listed by Dell when configuring a server with Optane [49]. We note that the actual price of PMem differs slightly depending on the source, country, and currency, but the relative difference between them is consistent. As such, our focus is not on the exact monetary values but rather on the relative difference between the servers. We base the performance-related values on the price per GB to explicitly exclude the price of higher capacity. As the A-128 server does not support 18 Watt, a comparison against the 18 Watt A-256, which supports this improvement, does not yield unfair results. However, an 18 W 512 GB server may achieve better price-performance than in our evaluation. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first extensive price-performance comparison of PMem across various configurations.

We show the price-performance results in Table 2. We first compare the PMem servers and then draw an overall comparison to DRAM. The price per GB capacity increases with the DIMM size, resulting in an up to ~80% difference within the 100 Series. Across generations, i.e., Apache-256 to Barlow-256, the price per GB increases by ~20%. The price for sequential and random read throughput differs only slightly between the various PMem servers. However, Apache-512 is an outlier, as it offers the lowest performance (cf. Section 4.2) but the highest price, even when considering a 20% performance improvement through an 18 W configuration.

Table 2: PMem price-performance comparison in Euro (€). See Table 1 for server info.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>€/per DIMM (GB capacity)</th>
<th>€/System (GB capacity)</th>
<th>€/GB seq. read</th>
<th>€/GB rerd. read</th>
<th>€/GB seq. write</th>
<th>€/GB rerd. write</th>
<th>€/100ns tree index</th>
<th>€/update hash index</th>
<th>€/lookup tree index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Apache-128</td>
<td>1180</td>
<td>7080 (768)</td>
<td>9.21</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>3.43</td>
<td>46.34</td>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apache-256</td>
<td>2750</td>
<td>16500 (1536)</td>
<td>10.74</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>2.78</td>
<td>52.38</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apache-512</td>
<td>8500</td>
<td>51000 (3072)</td>
<td>16.60</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>1.52</td>
<td>6.18</td>
<td>83.94</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barlow-256</td>
<td>3270</td>
<td>26160 (2048)</td>
<td>12.77</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>2.12</td>
<td>64.49</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-DRAM</td>
<td>1900</td>
<td>15200 (256)</td>
<td>59.37</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>80.61</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We see a wider range in the price-performance for both sequential and random writes. They differ by up to 1.5× and 2.9×, respectively. Due to significantly higher write bandwidth (cf. Section 4.2), it becomes apparent why both Apache-256 and Barlow-256 achieve up to 25/40% lower prices than the cheapest server (Apache-128) for sequential/random writes.

The price difference for hash index updates (normalized to 1 million operations) is a mix of the random read and write prices. Due to the low random read variance, the price variance across servers is not as significant as for pure random writes. The normalized 1 million tree lookups represent a random read workload and their relative price-performance ratio does not differ significantly from the random read ratios.

Regarding bandwidth and latency, DRAM outperforms PMem significantly (cf. Sections 4.2 and 4.3). However, DRAM’s price per GB is up to 6.4× higher than PMem’s. Our results show that PMem is competitive with DRAM in most of the raw access patterns, i.e., sequential/random reads and sequential writes. DRAM outperforms PMem for random writes, as PMem’s bandwidth is significantly lower for such workloads. This read/write split also extends to more complex access in data structures, where DRAM outperforms PMem for write-intensive operations but offers little to no benefit for read-only access.

To optimize the price-performance of a server for a given workload, users have to choose which and how many DIMMs to buy. While this choice is heavily workload-dependent, our results show that users can use the following rule of thumb: maximize the number of DIMMs for a target capacity. If the workload fits into DRAM, there is no need for PMem, as this requires special CPUs and increases the overall cost. If the workload exceeds DRAM, users should use n DIMMs of the smallest size that offer the needed capacity, i.e., users should prefer 4×128 GB over 2×256 GB over 1×512 GB. Our results in Section 4.5.3 show that the performance scales almost linearly, so while 256 GB DIMMs have a better individual performance than the 128 GB DIMMs, two 128 GB DIMMs outperform one 256 GB DIMM while providing the same capacity at a lower overall price. Thus, use larger DIMMs only when the capacity is needed, as the price grows disproportionately higher for larger capacity.
In this section, we briefly discuss related work around PMem.

**Persistent Memory Analysis.** Various studies on the performance of PMem have been conducted. Earlier work focuses on performance assumptions and latency ranges to evaluate PMem in the context of various applications [1, 46, 53]. More recently, the performance of Intel’s Optane DC Persistent Memory is investigated in more detail [6, 10, 13, 24, 51, 56]. These studies provide insight into the performance details of individual servers. In this work, we evaluate and compare the performance of PMem across various setups and show that this is needed to gain a better understanding of overall PMem behavior. These early benchmarks and existing tools such as fio [3] often run hard-coded queries or cannot represent complex access patterns and varying persist instructions, which are both essential to understand the performance of PMem for database components. To represent access patterns of current PMem systems, PerMA-Bench offers customizable, mixed PMem-DRAM pointer-chasing with locality-aware store instructions.

**Persistent Memory Applications.** The use of PMem is widely studied in index structures [9, 17, 32, 36, 39, 41, 46, 59], key-value stores [5, 8, 35], database systems [1, 2, 40, 45, 50], and filesystems [28, 43, 55]. We extract common access patterns from this work and define the workloads in PerMA-Bench based on them.

In this section, we present key takeaways from running PerMA-Bench and PMem-aware systems on various server configurations.

**PMem Configurations.** Our results show that the exact server configuration has a large impact on PMem performance. We identify four aspects that have not yet been studied in detail.

1) **DIMM size:** We show that the choice of DIMM size does not only impact capacity but also performance, especially as only the 256 and 512 GB DIMMs support higher power budgets.

2) **Power budget:** The 18 Watt power budget of Apache-256 improves write bandwidth by up to 40%, which is a major improvement considering PMem’s otherwise limited write bandwidth. If possible (only for 256 and 512) and supported by the server, users should increase the power budget of their DIMMs.

3) **Number of DIMMs:** Varying the number of DIMMs has a predictable, close-to-linear impact on performance unless only a single DIMM is used. This causes an imbalanced memory configuration and a fallback to single-channel execution. For maximum performance, fully stocked servers should be chosen.

4) **Memory bus speed:** While DRAM and PMem must run with the same memory speed, we show that this does not impact PMem. The theoretical limits exceed PMem’s performance, so users can reduce the speed if needed without losing performance.

**Future PMem Research.** We identify four additional aspects that impact PMem-aware implementations. With the increasing performance of PMem, previous bottlenecks may shift away from PMem to, e.g., the CPU, requiring more advanced and specialized implementations. As PMem is a very new and evolving memory technology, a detailed understanding and optimization level known from DRAM must still be developed for it.

5) **Hardware utilization:** We observe that existing indexes do not fully utilize the performance improvements of the second generation. With more Optane configurations available, it is essential to tune future designs across a wider range of servers to achieve more stable performance.

6) **Persist instruction:** While the choice of persist instruction for random writes impacts bandwidth by only 30% in the 100 Series, it makes a difference of up to 2.5x in the 200 Series. Future work has to consider this and re-evaluate which choice of persist instruction is best-suited for different designs. Especially, now that the 200 Series allows for two different cache flushes, non-temporal stores, and no stores via eADR.

7) **eADR:** We show that omitting flushes due to eADR does not always yield the best performance. It remains important to understand when explicit flushes improve bandwidth utilization and latency, and when they do not.

8) **Prefetcher:** The prefetcher has an unexpected negative impact on certain workloads. While it should not be disabled, developers have to be aware that their system may be influenced by it.

**Price-Performance.** Within the first Optane generation, we identify 512 GB DIMMs to have the worst price-performance by a large margin. But overall, we show that PMem’s price-performance is generally competitive with DRAM or even better. This allows PMem to be used as both explicit persistent memory or as cheaper and larger volatile memory, potentially even allowing for in-memory processing of workloads that previously did not fit into DRAM.
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